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1. Ahead of Time
a. Use tape strips, not dots – Check tapes every year!
b. You only need three reference points - for ease they will be listed as notes 

on the G string
1. “A” 
2. “B”
3. “D”

c. Tapes “A” and “B” cover 1st and 4th finger 
d. Tape “D” provides reference for 4th finger in D Major scale
e. Optional:  Octave marker
f. Adjustable Bridge – especially for older instruments whose tops are 

caving in 
1. Action of Strings needs to be low for beginners

g. Bow Quiver – much better than placing bow in F hole!
h. Bass Rosin – violin/cello rosin will ruin bass bow hair

1. Found students are historically under-rosined
2. A softer rosin needed for students to gain confidence in creating 

a good tone
3. Dried out rosin does not work
4. Only use a Down Bow motion to apply rosin (“Bow the rosin, 

don’t rosin the bow!”)
2. Tuning the Bass 

a. Use 3rd and 4th position harmonics
1. Human ears hear the higher notes easier for tuning
2. “A” harmonic on the D string perfect for tuning with violins

1. Use 4th finger to play “A” harmonic on D String and 1st 

finger to play “A” harmonic on the note “D” on the A 
string

2. First play each note separately to hear if questionable 
string is sharp or flat then

3. Play double stop using a large bow stroke and correct 
beating

b. Or just get a tuner and tune them before class  (but use harmonics for 
better accuracy!)

3. Unpacking
a. Basses need extra time packing and unpacking
b. There are no uniform cases – all must come up with their own efficient 

way of unpacking
c. Basses can be packed laying on their side or if student is tall enough, 

while standing
d. Watch out for backwards soft cases when packing

4. Considerations for Beginner Basses in Classroom



a. So different from other instruments
1. Have basses go first

b. Playing “D” on the G string and “A” on the D string instead of Open 
Strings

1. Much easier to play
1. ½ and 1st position actually most difficult for the beginner

2. Gets ready for shifting and D major scale
c. Switch from playing open strings to closed notes for beginning exercises
d. Make them feel special – the bass is great for “parts of the instrument” 

demonstration
5. Holding the Bass

a. Stand behind your bass, holding the bass at arm’s length with your left 
hand on the Shoulder Joint.

b. Spread your feet so they are parallel to your shoulders
c. Step forward with left foot, approx. 6” from center of bass
d. Step forward with right foot, keeping parallel with shoulders
e. Turn your right foot out at a 45 degree angle
f. Bend your knees slightly
g. Let the bass fall into your left hip  

1. The right upper bout should be cradled by your upper thigh and 
waist  

2. This is the only point of contact with the bass besides your left 
hand and the bow

h. Re-adjust your entire body so the F Holes are pointed at the director
i.  Check to see if your endpin is the correct length 

6. End Pin Height
a. 1st position, 1st finger “A” on the G String should be directly across from 

your left eye.
7. Sitting With the Bass

a. Recommended for the very tall only – can’t be the cool jazz guy sitting 
down now can you?

b. Should look the same as standing
c. Check height – “A” on G string across from eye
d. Feet should be flat on the ground, not on rungs
e. Use a forward slanted stool 

8. Size Considerations
a. All basses different

1. Look to shoulder width of instrument
1. Should be able to wrap both arms around and hug the 

instrument
2. If the end pin doesn’t need to come out, it’s probably too big!
3. Left hand should be relaxed (not stretched) to play D and E on 

the G String in tune
9. Bow Hold - French

a. The bass bow hold is the most natural bow hold
1. It is the same shape as your relaxed hand (as if you were asleep)



b. Visual reference points
1. Middle knuckle of index finger should be on winding
2. Last knuckle of pinky finger should be resting on the stick close 

to screw
3. Thumb placed in the “Frog’s Mouth” – easier for beginner
4. Fingers are spread slightly apart
5. Middle and ring fingers should be completely relaxed

c. Teaching the bass bow hold
1. Tell student that the bass bow hold is the easiest and most 

natural bow hold
2. While the student is standing with the bass, ask that they drop 

their right arm down to their side
3. Ask the student to relax their arm and hand as if that side of their 

body went to sleep
4. Place the bow in their hand for them

1. Check the visual references
2. Check thumb placement

5. Place their bow on the string for them
1. Check visual references

10. Bow Hold – German
a. Not recommended if you don’t use it
b. Please make student aware of the two different bows and what you want 

before they rent instrument
1. Stores tend to unload what they have more of on the uneducated 

player
c. German bow hold does not have a universal standard – several school of  

thought – many pros and cons
d. Main Ideas:

1. Frog should rest on a shelf on fingers
2. The back of the frog should be against knuckles attaching 

fingers to palm
1. not deep in the palm / by the thumb

3. Thumb and first finger tips should  touch to form an O
4. Again, the point is to have the most relaxed hand possible


